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ABSTRACT5

We introduce the modulation of the ITCZ equations (M-ITCZ) which describe6

the multi-scale dynamics of the ITCZ on one day to one month time scales in7

which mesoscale convectively coupled Rossby waves in the ITCZ are modulated8

by a large scale gravity wave which is also generated by convection. Westward9

propagating disturbances are observed to cause ITCZ breakup over the course10

of a few days, and the M-ITCZ meso/planetary scale coupled waves provide11

a mechanism for this interaction, thereby providing a framework to study the12

modulation and rectification of the Hadley circulation over long zonal length13

scales in the ITCZ.14

We consider examples of zonally symmetric heating profiles in the M-ITCZ15

system and generate a Hadley circulation consistent with the observed winds.16

Zonally localized heating creates a wind response throughout the tropics which17

is carried by a pair of zonally propagating gravity bores driving mean easterlies18

at the base and mean westerlies at the top of the troposphere. The bores carry19

low temperature/upward velocity perturbations to the west of the heating and20

high temperature and downward velocity perturbations to the east making the21

westward propagating branch favorable to convective triggering and the eastward22

propagating branch favorable to convective suppression.23

The mesoscale dynamics of the M-ITCZ describe convectively forced, nonlin-24

ear Rossby waves propagating in the zonal winds created by the planetary scale25

gravity wave. We suggest that convective coupling slows the westward propa-26

gating gravity wave, thereby creating a coupled gravity/Rossby wave which is27
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similar to the westward propagating disturbances seen in the ITCZ.28
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1. Introduction29

The meridional overturning circulation driven by diabatic heating in the tropics is a30

fundamental aspect of tropical dynamics. When considered in its zonal mean, it is called the31

Hadley circulation (Held and Hou 1980). However, zonal variations of the circulation, the32

Walker Circulation, are as significant as the zonal variations in tropical precipitation which33

drive them. The ascending branch of this circulation is called the intertropical convergence34

zone (ITCZ), and is meridionally confined near the equator where deep convection is most35

prominent. The ITCZ, itself, is not a stationary structure by any means. In the west36

Pacific it migrates meridionally with the seasonal cycle while in the east Pacific it tends to37

remain at northern latitudes. On yet shorter timescales, the ITCZ demonstrates even more38

dramatic variability with embedded westward propagating disturbances (Chang 1970) and39

its periodic breaking up into nascent tropical cyclones and then reforming over the course of40

several weeks (Hack et al. 1989).41

There are two main mechanisms which have been used to explain the Pacific ITCZ42

breakup; vortex rollup (Hack et al. 1989; Ferreira and Schubert 1997) and the westward43

propagating disturbances themselves (Gu and Zhang 2001, 2002; Wang and Magnusdottir44

2006). The vortex rollup mechanism amounts to barotropic/baroclinic instabliity of a dia-45

batically forced zonal wind profile. In a recent observational study of the central and eastern46

Pacific by Wang and Magnusdottir (2006), the vortex rollup mechanism was identified as47

the primary cause of ITCZ breakdown in the central Pacific. In that study, vortex rollup48

tends to create several weak tropical vortices from the ITCZ which often dissipate quickly49

thereby allowing a reformation of the ITCZ within a few days.50
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In that same study (Wang and Magnusdottir 2006) it was found that westward propagat-51

ing disturbances also had the effect of disrupting the ITCZ, but with a resultant formation52

of one or two tropical depression strength vorticies. Furthermore, these disturbances tend53

to be concentrated in the eastern Pacific near the Mexican coast. Spectral analysis of the54

ITCZ shows that the wave signal is dominated at long zonal wavelengths by these westward55

propagating disturbances (Gu and Zhang 2001). However, the coupling between modula-56

tions in ITCZ strength and the strength of disturbances depends on the zonal location of the57

disturbances (Gu and Zhang 2002; Wang and Magnusdottir 2006) and whether the ITCZ58

owes its existence to the waves (Chang 1973), or simply generates the waves is not fully59

understood. These observational and model studies, as well as idealized numerical experi-60

ments (Horinouchi 2012) lend evidence to the notion that it is essential to understand fast,61

transient wave dynamics in order to understand the ITCZ and the Hadley circulation in62

general.63

The aim of this paper is to present a model which captures the dynamics of the ITCZ64

on meso- and planetary scales and on timescales which are able to resolve the embedded65

waves (one to several days). Using the techniques of multiple scales asymptotics, we will66

systematically derive the modulation equations for the ITCZ (hereafter referred to as the M-67

ITCZ equations). Then we will discuss the properties of these equations and, in particular,68

the properties of the large scale gravity waves that they describe. The large scale gravity69

wave is shown to be generated through meso-scale convective activity and, by modulating70

the mean zonal winds, thereby also modulates the mesoscale convection.71

The work of Sobel et al. (2001) codified the assumption of earlier authors that the trop-72

ical atmosphere is in a state with weak zonal temperature gradients; this has been named73
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the weak temperature gradient approximation and will be hereafter referred to as WTG.74

Its primary consequence is that, on large scales in the tropics, the vertical transport of the75

potential temperature stratification is approximately equal to the diabatic heating, thereby76

removing the thermal inertia terms and changing the temperature equation from a prog-77

nostic, to a diagnostic for the horizontal convergence (Polvani and Sobel 2002; Burns et al.78

2006).79

Majda and Klein (2003) used multiscale asymptotics to show show that, as a conse-80

quence of the strength of diabatic heat sources relative to the equatorial Coriolis terms, the81

WTG approximation is valid on equatorial mesoscales (several times 500 km in the hori-82

zontal directions) as long as mean diabatic heating rates on these scales do not exceed 3383

Kelvin/day; the theory they derived is called the mesoscale equatorial weak temperature84

gradient, MEWTG. Since MEWTG is valid on scales much smaller than the circumference85

of the Earth, MK showed that the dynamics could be modulated over planetary scales by the86

addition of a zonally modulated pressure. Such a weak gradient of pressure also necessitates87

a weak temperature gradient in the zonal directions, however the original MEWTG theory88

did not provide a means for determining this weaker temperature gradient.89

In the second section, we provide a systematically derived closure for the weak tem-90

perature gradient on the equatorial mesoscales, called the modulational ITCZ equations91

(M-ITCZ). In the third section, we will study the planetary scale interaction of the merid-92

ional overturning circulation and this new gravity wave. The planetary scale means and93

mesoscale fluctuations can be easily separated in the M-ITCZ theory to describe the inter-94

action of mesoscale eddies with the large scales. Though the theory is completely non-linear95

(no separation between mesoscale fluctuations and planetary means), the large scales can be96
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studied in the presence of prescribed diabatic heating and upscale momentum fluxes.97

The existence of the gravity wave along the ITCZ has important implications for the98

modulation and rectification of the ITCZ itself. Generated as a response to convection, the99

wave carries opposite temperature and vertical velocity perturbations to the west than it100

does to the east. The westward traveling portion of the wave carries conditions favorable to101

convective triggering (cold temperatures and uplifting (Mapes 1993; Houze 1997; Stechmann102

and Majda 2009)) whereas the eastward branch carries conditions favorable to convective103

suppression. This has possible ramifications for zonal correlations of convection at large104

separations in the tropics.105

In the final section we give a simple physical explanation for the gravity wave, compare106

the M-ITCZ theory to the classical Matsuno-Gill models and discuss future directions of this107

research.108
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2. The ITCZ modulated by convectively initiated grav-109

ity waves110

a. Summary of the M-ITCZ theory111

We leave the derivation of the M-ITCZ equations to section 2d, but present them here112

in order to discuss properties of the equations in the following subsections113

D

Dt
u− y v = − px − ΠX + Su

D

Dt
v + y u = − py + Sv

w =Sθ

ux + vy + wz =0

Πx = Πy = 0, Πz =Θ

Θt + 〈w〉Θz +W =0

[〈u〉 − U ]X +Wz =0.

(1)

where the advective derivative is taken with respect to the total circulation, (u, v, w).114

The M-ITCZ equations (1) along with the definitions of the averages in (15), (16) and115

(20) constitute a closed system of seven equations for the seven variables (u, v, w,W,Π, p,Θ).116

At lowest order they describe flows in the tropical belt (around the ITCZ) which are in117

weak temperature gradient balance with imposed heating. They are valid on the equatorial118

mesoscales; (x, y) are measured in units of 500 km. The unit of horizontal and vertical119

velocity are 5 m/s and 5 cm/s, respectively. Bars denote zonal mesoscale averages, angle120
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brackets denote meridional mesoscale averages and U is the vertical average of 〈u〉 . The121

M-ITCZ equations are valid if the flows, filtered on the mesoscales, remain order one in these122

units; this is to say that the flows remain within a few multiples of the unit of horizontal or123

vertical velocity.124

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the equatorial belt up to a poleward distance L∗ where125

the equations are valid. The nonlinear theory described by the first four equations in (1)126

can drive mean zonal flows, u, within a mesoscale box, and since there are many widely127

separated such boxes across the equatorial belt, this mean flow can vary over zonal distances128

much larger then the mesoscales. The large scale zonal variable X is introduced to describe129

the scale of this modulation.130

The secondary flow, W is not in WTG balance. M-ITCZ allows for a strong pressure131

perturbation, Π, in hydrostatic balance with the temperature perturbation, Θ, which is132

measured in units of 3.3 Kelvin. The constraints on the fifth line of (1) require that the tem-133

perature perturbation vary neither on the zonal mesoscales, nor in the meridional direction134

in the deep tropics, though it can evolve in time. Together, the first and sixth lines in (1)135

describe a gravity wave propagating zonally in the tropics. The final equation requires that136

the secondary circulation, W , be in zonal/vertical incompressible balance with the baroclinic137

component of the mesoscale averaged zonal wind.138

b. Separation into large scale means and fluctuations in the equatorial belt139

Notice that the gravity wave arises because of the coupling of temperature and pressure,140

Θ,Π, with the derivative of the mean zonal velocity, 〈u〉X , and the secondary vertical velocity,141
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Wz. By its nature the wave carries perturbations which vary on neither the zonal nor142

meridional mesoscales, which is to say that it is a large scale modulational wave that is143

independent of latitude in the deep tropics.144

It is instructive, therefore, to separate all of the functions (with the exception of Θ and Π145

which have no mesoscale fluctuations) into mesoscale zonal mean components plus mesoscale146

fluctuations,147

u ≡ u+ u′, etc.. (2)

We only consider a separation into zonal means and fluctuations, not meridional means. This148

is a result of the fact that, in the zonal direction, we have created a truly multiscale theory149

- fluctuations on the x-scale and modulations on the X-scale. Whereas in the meridional150

direction, the equatorial layer has a finite extent, L∗, as we will discuss in the derivation151

(see the schematic in figure 1). The resulting equations for the modulation of the mesoscale152

zonal mean flow on the planetary scale are153

ut + (v u)y + (w u)z − y v = − ΠX + Su −
(
v′ u′

)
y
−
(
w′ u′

)
z

vt + (v v)y + (w v)z + y u = − py + Sv −
(
v′ v′

)
y
−
(
w′ v′

)
z

w =Sθ

vy + wz =0.

(3)

Notice that the mean fields are coupled to the mesoscale fluctuations by meridional and154

vertical components of the Reynolds stress. The equations for the large scale temperature155

perturbation and the secondary vertical flow remain unchanged from (1).156

Subtracting the mean circulation equations (3) from equations (1) yields the equations157
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for the mesoscale fluctuations158

D

Dt
u′ + v′ uy + w′ uz − y v′ = − p′x + S ′u −

[
u′ u′x + v′ u′y + w′ u′z −

(
v′ u′

)
y
−
(
w′ u′

)
z

]
D

Dt
v′ + v′ vy + w′ vz + y u′ = − p′y + S ′v −

[
u′ v′x + v′ v′y + w′ v′z −

(
v′ v′

)
y
−
(
w′ v′

)
z

]
w′ =S ′θ

u′x + v′y + w′z =0

(4)

where the advective derivative is taken with respect to the mean flow159

D

Dt
= ∂t + u ∂x + v ∂y + w ∂z. (5)

The third equation in (4) states that the mesoscale fluctuations are also in WTG balance160

with the fluctuating heating, S ′θ. The mean flow acts to advecte and stretch the mesoscale161

velocity fluctuatinons as seen in the first two lines of (4).162

c. Properties of the M-ITCZ equations163

The system of equations as written in (3), the last three lines in (1) and (4) is no easier164

to solve than the whole M-ITCZ system of equations in (1), however the separation into165

means and fluctuations does illuminate some features of the theory.166

The first feature is that the theory is completely non-linear - there is no separation of167

strengths, nor separation of time scales between mean flows and fluctuations which would168

facilitate a simple linear solution to the fluctuation equations (4). The second is that both169

large and small scale flows are driven by direct heating on their respective scales; there are170
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no upscale temperature fluxes in this theory in contrast to the IPESD theory in MK and171

IMMD in Biello and Majda (2010).172

The third is that the relevant momentum forcing is measured in units of 5 m/s/day.173

Were we to consider a momentum drag law of the form Su = −C u, Sv = −Cv and using174

estimates of cumulus friction which suggest 3-5 day timescales at their strongest (Lin et al.175

2005), then C ≈ 0.2 − 0.3. So momentum damping corresponds to an order 1 term in this176

theory and can be included when studying solutions to the M-ITCZ equations.177

The fourth point is that the second equation in (3) determines the zonal mean of the first178

order pressure, p, from the velocity field and forcing; therefore it is a diagnostic equation for179

p, not a prognostic equation for v. In the following section we focus attention on the zonal180

mesoscale fields in the presence of specified heating, momentum forcing and upscale fluxes,181

so the second equation in (3) does not need to be solved.182

Fifth, we note that the system of equations for the zonal mesoscale mean flow (3) re-183

quires boundary conditions at the meridional limit of the deep tropics. The third equation184

describes a mean vertical velocity which is in WTG balance with the heating. To solve for185

the meridional velocity, simply integrate in the meridional direction186

v(y, z,X, t) = v(L∗, z,X, t) +

∫ L∗

y

(
Sθ
)
z

(y′, z,X, t) dy (6)

and realize that v(L∗, z,X, t) is not determined by the theory. Ultimately, the meridional187

component of the flow in the M-ITCZ theory must be matched to a meridional flow coming188

from higher latitiudes; we leave this matching for a subsequent paper. In the examples of the189

following section we are interested in studying the waves which emerge in the deep tropics190
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so we will assume a closed meridional circulation so that v = 0 at the meridional boundaries191

of the tropics.192

Sixth, consider the linear theory of the planetary flows. In the absence of thermal forcing193

w = 0 and, using no flux boundary conditions at L∗ then v = 0, also. Therefore equations194

(3) and the last three lines of (1) describe a linear gravity wave (possibly forced by upscale195

fluxes of zonal momentum) whose circulation is independent of latitude, traveling both east196

and westward along the ITCZ.197

Conversely, the linearization of (4) in the absence of forcing and mean flow (u, v, w) is198

u′t − yv′ + p′x = 0

v′t + yu′ + p′y = 0

u′x + v′y = 0.

(7)

As noted in MK, though these equations have no vertical derivatives, they describe flows199

which depend on z and these mesoscale flows have the dispersion relation of barotropic200

Rossby waves on a β-plane. As such, the M-ITCZ theory can describe the coupling between201

equatorial mesoscale circulation and extratropical Rossby waves.202

Lastly, the interaction of the planetary scale gravity wave with the mesoscale Rossby203

dynamics suggest the following mechanism for modulation and rectification of the ITCZ.204

Convection in the ITCZ generates mesoscale dynamics (such as Rossby waves) which drives205

a large scale gravity wave. The gravity wave carries temperature and vertical velocity pertur-206

bations which can excite convection elsewhere in the tropics, thereby modulating the ITCZ207

at distances much greater than the mesoscales.208
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In a convectively coupled model the heating, Sθ, depends on the temperature and mois-209

ture fields and is the method by which forced mesoscale Rossby waves drive the planetary210

scale gravity wave. Since the Rossby waves propagate westward, it is plausible that they211

are strongly tied to the westward propagating gravity wave. Furthermore, as we shall show212

in section 3, the westward propagating wave carries perturbations which are favorable to213

convective triggering, thereby providing the source for the mesoscale Rossby waves.214

d. Derivation of M-ITCZ215

The mesoscale equatorial weak temperature gradient equations (MEWTG) were derived216

by Majda and Klein (2003) to describe the modulations to the weak temperature gradient217

approximation (Bretherton and Sobel 2003) which can arise from the effects of nonlinear218

advection. They are valid on the equatorial mesoscales (500 km in the horizontal directions)219

so long as diabatic heat sources do not significantly exceed 33 Kelvin/day when averaged220

on these scales. The derivation outlined below begins with the hydrostatic, incompressible221

equatorial primitive equations; this starting point allows us to arrive at the simplified system222

in fewer steps than MK without neglecting any of the salient effects (Majda et al. 2008),223

much like the derivation of the IPESD equations in Majda (2007); Biello and Majda (2006,224

2010).225

We begin with the incompressible, hydrostatic primitive equations on the equatorial β-226

plane. Consider an atmosphere with a buoyancy frequency of N = 10−2 s−1, troposphere227

height HT = πH where H = 5 km so that the dry gravity wave speed is c = NH =228

50 m/s. the adiabatic lapse rate is Γ = 6.5 K/km and the Coriolis parameter is β = 2.27 ×229
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10−11 (ms)−1. We non-dimensionalize the horizontal length scales using L and the time scale230

using T , so that horizontal velocities are measured in units of L/T . In order that the Coriolis231

force and pressure gradient participate in the equations at lowest order, it is required that232

β LT = 1, and that the pressure be measured in units of L2/T 2. If we fix L to be on the233

mesoscales, L = 500 km, then T ≈ 1 day. Equivalently, we could have sought variations on234

the diurnal time scale, T = 1 day, and realized that the appropriate length scale over which235

the Coriolis force is in balance with advection and pressure forces is L = 500 km. Therefore236

the horizontal velocities are measured in units of L/T = 5 m/s and the vertical velocity is237

measured in units of H/T = 5 cm/s.238

The ratio of typical horizontal velocities to the dry gravity wave speed is a small parameter239

which will define as240

ε ≡ L/T

c
=
L/T

NH
=

5 m/s

50 m/s
= 0.1� 1. (8)

Using the equation of hydrostatic balance, the buoyancy frequency and the lapse rate, we241

find that the temperature perturbations are measured in units of θ0 = ΓH ε2 ≈ 0.33 K.242

Therefore, the non-dimensionalized primitive equations become243

D

Dt
u− y v = − px + Su

D

Dt
v + y u = − py + Sv

ε2
D

Dt
θ + w =Sθ

pz = θ, ux + vy + wz = 0

(9)

where the advective derivative is D
Dt

= ∂
∂t

+u ∂
∂x

+ v ∂
∂y

+w ∂
∂z
. In this non-dimensionalization,244

momentum sources are measured in units of 5 m/s/day and the diabatic heat source is245
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measured in units of 33 K/day. This framework allows the heating rate to be not larger than246

about 33 K/day, but it can be smaller. However a much smaller heating rate (say, order247

ε) can only be balanced by a much smaller vertical velocity (again, order ε) which would248

render the flow incompressible in the horizontal direction at lowest order. While this is not249

an uninteresting scenario, it arises as a specific case of the more general theory.250

The weak temperature gradient approximation is simply the primitive equations (9)251

with ε = 0, so that the advection of potential temperature is neglected. In this limit the252

vertical advection of the background temperature stratification is balanced by the diabatic253

heating rate and the temperature is determined from the pressure using the hydrostatic254

approximation.255

1) Multiple scales and asymptotic solution strategy256

There are several mesoscale regions across the equatorial circumference (see figure 1) and257

the equations in (9) govern the dynamics in each such region. A priori, we can expect that258

a mean circulation and temperature can arise in some longitude band that is significantly259

different than the flow and temperature on the other side of the globe. That is to say, the260

mesoscale dynamics can be modulated over planetary scales. In the framework of multiple261

scales asymptotics, this larger scale is introduced as a second independent variable related262

to the original zonal variable through263

X = εx (10)

and thereby measures zonal lengths in the tropics in units of LP = 5000 km. All of264

the dynamical variables then become functions of X also, specifically u(x, εx, y, z, t) =265
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u(x,X, y, z, t), etc. for the other variables and zonal derivatives are replaced by their multi-266

scale counterparts267

∂

∂x
−→ ∂

∂x
+ ε

∂

∂X
. (11)

Refer to figure 1 for a schematic of the multi-scale domain.268

Since it is the zonal pressure gradient, not the pressure itself, which participates in the269

dynamics, it is necessary to allow for a stronger pressure perturbation which can have a270

gradient on the zonal planetary scales, but not on the zonal mesoscales. The fact that it271

cannot have gradients on the mesoscale will arise naturally from the asymptotic solution as272

we will show below.273

Now we seek an asymptotic solution (uε, vε, wε, pε, θε) of the primitive equations in (9)274

where the x-derivatives are replaced by their multi-scale counterparts in (11) and the vari-275

ables have the following asymptotic expansion276

uε = u+ ε u1, vε = v + ε v1 wε = w + ε w1

θε = ε−1 Θ + θ + .., pε = ε−1 Π + p+ ....

(12)

The stronger temperature pertubation, Θ is measured in units of 3.3 K and the stronger277

pressure perturbation is measured in units of 250 (m/s)2.278
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2) O(ε−1)279

The lowest order terms in equations (9) are singular in ε and dictate that the lowest order280

pressure only depends on height and the planetary scale coordinate281

Πx = Πy = 0. (13)

and the pressure is in hydrostatic balance with the temperature282

Πz = Θ, (14)

meaning Θ also does not vary on the horizontal mesoscales. This is exactly the statement283

of the weak temperature gradient approximation discussed by Bretherton and Sobel (2003),284

that the tropics cannot sustain temperature gradients as large as 3.3 K on the tropical285

mesoscales. Had we introduced a stronger temperature perturbation in (12), this result286

would still hold for that stronger temperature. However, we will see below that the temper-287

ature scale described by Θ will interact dynamically with the MEWTG theory, a stronger288

temperature variation would not.289

Since the lowest order temperature and pressure perturbations are independent of both290

the zonal and meridional mesoscales coordinates, they describe the modulation to the mean291

temperature and pressure perturbation in each mesoscale box. In order to close the resulting292

equations for Θ and Π we will need to define two averages, the zonal mesoscale average293

f(y, z,X, t) ≡ lim
L→∞

1

2L

∫ L

−L
f(x, y, z,X, t) dx (15)
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and the meridional mesoscale average294

〈f〉 (x, z,X, t) ≡ 1

2L∗

∫ L∗

−L∗
f(x, y, z,X, t) dy (16)

where L∗ measures the poleward extent of the equatorial β-plane. Notice that the zonal295

average is taken over an infinite zonal mesoscale domain, which is a consequence of the multi-296

scale ansatz of separation of scales in the zonal direction. For the purpose of comparison with297

observations, this average can be effectively thought of as a windowed average, or filtering298

over the zonal mesoscales.299

On the other hand, the meridional average is to be taken over a finite domain in the300

meridional direction, 2L∗, which is the meridional extent of the region of strong convection,301

the ITCZ. At this stage in the derivation L∗ is left arbitrary, but with some restrictions.302

Ultimately, L∗ must be O(1), which is to say that we cannot extend this theory to latitudes303

where y (which is measured in units of 500 km) is large. An a posteriori check on the304

results would set the value of L∗ at the boundary of the latitudinal band where the non-305

dimensionalized zonal and meridional flows and temperature perturbations all remain O(1)306

- in particular the theory is no longer valid at latitudes where the meridional gradient of307

temperature is large, thereby failing to be WTG.308

3) O(ε0) : MEWTG309

Collecting terms of order ε0 in the velocity, temperature and incompressibility equations,310

we arrive at the first four lines of equation (1) in the M-ITCZ theory. These are the MEWTG311
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equations which were first derived in MK and subsequently discussed in Dolaptchiev (2005);312

Majda et al. (2008). However at this point Π and Θ are arbitrary except for the constraints313

that they not vary on the mesoscales (13) and hydrostatic balance (14).314

4) O(ε1): Closing the equation for Θ and Π315

We need an equation for Θ in order to close the MEWTG equations. Consider the316

temperature equation in (9) evaluated at first order in ε. Taking its zonal and meridional317

mesoscale average we find318

Θt + 〈w〉Θz + 〈w1〉 =
〈
S1,θ

〉
(17)

where we have used the fact that Θ is independent of (x, y). An equation for the secondary319

vertical flow is obtained by taking the zonal and meridional average of the incompressibility320

constraint at first order,321

〈u〉X + 〈w1〉z = −v1(L∗, z,X, t)− v1(−L∗, z,X, t).
2L∗

(18)

Equations (17) and (18) still do not close the system since there is no equation for the322

difference in v1 at the poleward boundaries of the tropical layer. In order to close the M-323

ITCZ system, we must specify a method to solve for this secondary flow. The right hand324

side of (18) describes a net inflow into the equatorial layer, but it is a secondary inflow; the325

MEWTG theory does not require that v (the primary inflow) be zero at y = ±L∗. It is326

natural to absorb any flux from outside the equatorial layer into the primary flow, thereby327

providing matching conditions for v, but not for v1. On the other hand, just setting v1 = 0328
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at the meridional boundaries is not possible since a zonal variation in the vertical mean of329

the meridional mean zonal velocity, 〈u〉X , would then drive a net vertical outflow from the330

top or bottom boundary of the layer.331

Denote the right hand side of (18) as η(z,X, t); η > 0 (η < 0) corresponds to a secondary332

inflow (outflow). A closed theory will provide an algorithm to calculate η. The principle we333

use is that η responds only to the dynamics internal to the deep tropical layer. It will be334

used to absorb the mean of the higher order heating and, more importantly, it will be used335

to ensure that the constraint on the left hand side of (18) describes incompressibility in the336

zonal/vertical directions alone. We emphasize that this assumption is not restrictive since337

any inflow into the ITCZ can be incorporated into the lower order meridional velocity, v.338

Define a residual vertical circulation339

W (z,X, t) ≡ 〈w1〉 −
〈
Sθ,1
〉

(19)

and the barotropic component of the mesoscale mean zonal velocity340

U(X, t) ≡ 1

π

∫ π

0

〈u〉 (z,X, t) dz. (20)

Upon substituting these definitions into (18) we can write341

[〈u〉 − U ]X +Wz = η − UX −
〈
Sθ,1
〉
z
. (21)

To calculate the mean secondary inflow, η we require the right hand side of (21) be equiva-342
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lently zero343

η = UX +
〈
Sθ,1
〉
z

(22)

meaning that zonal variations in the barotropic zonal velocity and mean higher order heating344

(right hand side) drive a secondary outflow from the equatorial layer (left hand side). Using345

equation (22) in (21) it is straightforward to see that, given 〈u〉, the vertical velocity can be346

calculated so that the secondary flow does not penetrate the upper or lower boundaries of347

the troposphere. Finally the temperature and incompressibility constraints become those of348

the last two lines of equation (1). This completes the derivation of the M-ITCZ equations.349

3. Zonally modulated heating and large scale gravity350

waves351

In this section we consider the planetary scale equations in isolation from the upscale352

fluxes of momentum, as well as any meridional fluxes from outside the ITCZ. Since we353

are most interested in how convection in the ITCZ can modulate convection elsewhere in354

the ITCZ, we focus on thermal forcing in this paper, leaving zonal momentum forcing for355

future work. In order to have a closed poleward circulation, we require v(L∗, z,X, t) =356

v(−L∗, z,X, t) = 0 which, because of vertical/meridional incompressibility implies that the357

meridional average of the vertical velocity is zero, 〈w〉 = 0. Due to the WTG nature of the358

circulation, this further requires that the heating has zero meridional average at every height359

and longitude,
〈
Sθ
〉

(z,X, t) = 0.360

Additionally, we include momentum damping consistent with stronger damping in the361
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lower troposphere, d(z), in order to model boundary layer drag as is needed in realistic models362

of the Hadley circulation (Held and Hou 1980). In all of the examples in the subsequent363

sections, the drag coefficient is364

d(z) = d0 e
−z/Hd (23)

with d0 = Hd = 1. This corresponds to a 1 day drag timescale at the base of the troposphere365

exponentially increasing to 23 days at the top of the troposphere. In this scenario, the366

equations on the planetary scale simplify to367

ut + (v u)y + (w u)z − y v + ΠX = −d u

w = Sθ

vy + wz = 0

Θt +W = 0, Πz = Θ

[〈u〉 − U ]X +Wz = 0

(24)

plus the constraints that Π and Θ be independent of latitude (the fifth line in equation 1).368

Before turning to example solutions, let us consider steady thermal and momentum369

forcing of equations (24). The steady nature of the temperature equation requires that the370

meridional mean secondary vertical velocity, W , be zero for all heights and longitudes which371

further implies that the vertical shear of the meridional mean zonal wind is independent of372

X,373

[〈u〉z]X = 0. (25)

After the onset of convection at a particular longitude a gravity bore propagates zonally374
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away from the convective region. It modifies the zonal wind so that, in equilibrium, there375

is no zonal variation in the meridional mean of the vertical shear of zonal wind. This is a376

crucial property of the equations and it suggests the raison d’etre of the gravity wave, to377

equilibrate the mean vertical shear everywhere in the ITCZ. We will see how this manifests378

itself in the examples which follow.379

We consider three examples differentiated by the zonal, meridional and vertical structure380

of their heating. The first group considers zonally symmetric heating in three cases; equinox381

heating/cooling, equinox heating with antisymmetric cooling, boreal winter heating/cooling;382

the meridional profile of the heating and their resulting stream functions are shown in figure383

2. The vertical structure of the heating is simply the first baroclinic mode (∝ sin(z)) and384

these examples are meant to consider the effects of deep tropospheric convection on the385

circulation. There can be no gravity wave in this case, so the example is included to show386

the behavior of the equilibrium zonal winds. The second example uses zonally localized387

heating in an equinox setting and because of the sharp localization of the heating, the gravity388

wave will appear most prominent. The third example also has zonally localized, equatorially389

symmetric heating, however the circulation is concentrated in the lower troposphere and is390

meant to mimic a congestus heating profile (∝ sin(z) + sin(2z)/2) (Biello and Majda 2005).391

In all examples, the heating is turned on impulsively at t = 0 and the flows achieve a steady392

state by t = 40 days, although the zonally invariant flows arrive at a steady state more393

quickly.394

Equations (23) and (24) are solved using a split Lagrangian / spectral numerical method395

and all individual time integrations are performed using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method396

(RK4). An initial Lagrangian set of points is advected in the meridional overturning circu-397
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lation, (v, w) for a time ∆t; the first equation in (24) is solved with ΠX and Su set to zero.398

Then the zonal velocity is interpolated onto the original, regularly spaced grid and its merid-399

ional average is taken; the MATLAB routine TriScatteredInterp is used for interpolation.400

The zonal/vertical Fourier transform of 〈u〉, ˜〈u〉 and the Fourier transform of the pressure,401

Π̃, are advanced through a time step ∆t by solving the first, fourth and fifth equations in402

(24) with the meridional advection terms set to zero; this is the wave step. The two oper-403

ations are performed again in reverse order and the result is averaged; this constitutes one404

step forward in time. Because of the nature of the operator splitting, the commuting and405

averaging, one can show that this routine is second order in time. All computations (except406

the zonally invariant examples) are run with 32x32x16 grid points with a time step of 1/24;407

∆X = 1250 km, ∆y = 187.5 km, ∆z = 1 km, ∆t = 1 hour.408

a. Zonally invariant heating409

In each of these examples, one of the three meridional heating profiles shown in figure410

2 is turned on at time t = 0 and the zonal velocity is allowed to run until a steady state411

is apparent; the steady state is attained after 20 days. For the simulations, we have used412

a heating rate with maximum of 1 in non-dimensional units, corresponding to a maximum413

heating rate of 33 Kelvin/day and vertical velocity of 5 cm/s.414

The amplitudes of the resulting zonal winds are plotted in figures 3 (a), (b) and (c)415

and correspond well to the zonally averaged jets in the tropics (Peixoto and Oort 1992).416

Furthermore, the wind profile is qualitatively consistent with the zonal winds in the tropics417

with subtropical westerlies and tropical easterlies. The winds above the equator are weak in418
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all of the examples, corresponding to easterlies of less than 5 m/s. There are weak westerlies419

above the off-equatorial heating maximum in the example corresponding to Boreal winter420

heating, figure 3 (c). It could be argued that the symmetric heating/asymmetric cooling421

example (figure 3 b) is better at capturing the qualitative features of the Boreal winter zonal422

winds than is the off-equatorial heating example in figure 3 (c). This is consistent with the423

notion that the subtropical terminus of the Hadley cell is determined by baroclinic instability.424

b. Zonally localized heating425

An effective way to generate a gravity wave response is to completely zonally localize426

the heating. We again consider equinox heating (top frame of figure 2), but with a zonally427

localized spatial profile S ∝ e−
X2

2a2 with a = 2−
1
2 . Recall that X is measured in units of428

5000 km, so the zonal extent of the heating, a, corresponds to ±3500 km from the center of429

the heating. We choose a maximum amplitude of 2 for this example, corresponding to 66430

Kelvin/day or 10 cm/s at the location of the maximum heating. Results (not shown) for the431

same zonal heating profile, but with solstice heating are qualitatively the same as those of432

equinox heating with the exception of the meridional location of the jets; essentially these433

are the differences between figures ?? and 3.434

For the equinox heating example, the zonal velocity is plotted in figure 4 at the top,435

middle and bottom of the troposphere after 40 days; it has approximately reached a steady436

state by this time. It is clear that the variation in zonal winds are confined near the heating437

region, however away from the heating, the zonal winds are non-zero because of the passing438

of the gravity wave.439
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To see this more clearly, figure 5 shows the zonal-time plot of the meridional mean zonal440

wind evaluated at the top of the troposphere. A wave is seen to emanate from the origin in441

both directions, returning to the origin after 8 days (which is consistent with the dry gravity442

wave speed of 50 m/s). After sloshing through the atmosphere several more times, the upper443

troposphere is almost finished evolving at 40 days. It is clear that the mean winds in the444

upper troposphere are about 10 m/s outside the forcing region, and slightly lower inside the445

forcing region.446

The meridional mean of the zonal velocity is plotted after 2, 8 and 40 days in figure447

6. After 2 days, the gravity bore which is generated, travels away from the convective448

region carrying mean easterlies in the lower troposphere and mean westerlies in the upper449

troposphere. Since the flow is vertical/zonal incompressible, the bore carries a front of450

downward (secondary) flow in the middle troposphere to the east of the convection and a451

front of upward flow to the west of the convection. In its horizontal (x,z) profile, the bore452

looks like a clockwise rotating roll, with westerlies at the top of the troposphere and easterlies453

at the bottom, whose zonal extent increases until it intersects with itself at the antipode of454

convection.455

As is shown in the discussion section (see figure 12) the wave also carries a temperature456

perturbation which is positive to the east of the convection and negative to the west; this457

temperature asymmetry is explained in the discussion section below. The temperature per-458

turbation is shown in figure 7 at times 1, 4 and 40 days. After the flow equilibrates, the459

temperature perturbation remains since it is in hydrostatic equilibrium with the pressure460

which is needed to balance the advection and drag terms in the zonal momentum equation.461

That convection is “gregarious” has been noted by authors since Mapes (1993) (Houze462
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1997). It is understood that gravity waves propagating away from a convective region carry463

temperature and divergence signals which tend to excite convection in the immediate environ-464

ment. Models by Stechmann and Majda (2009) have shown that vertical shear can influence465

the location of the subsequent convective elements relative to the original ones. This exam-466

ple of M-ITCZ suggests another mechanism at work; the establishment of meridional mean467

upper tropospheric westerlies excites a gravity bore whose temperature and vertical veloc-468

ity perturbations are favorable to exciting convection to the west of the original convection469

while suppressing it to the east. Since this is an aspect of the planetary scale equations we470

conclude that there is the possibility of coupling convection at very large westward zonal471

displacements in the tropics.472

After 8 days (figure 6) the wave has returned to the convective source, and the zonal473

velocity contours have begun to flatten out. At 40 days, the flow is essentially in its steady474

state. The contours outside of the heating region are flat, corresponding to no variation in475

the vertical shear. The contours within the heating region all move upward in concert with476

one another, also corresponding to no variation in vertical shear. At a given height, the477

meridional mean zonal wind is weaker inside the heating region than it is outside this region.478

c. Zonally localized, lower tropospheric heating479

In the lower troposphere heating example we use a maximum heating strength and merid-480

ional profile equal to that of the middle troposphere example in order to make a direct com-481

parison. The equilibrium zonal winds are shown in figures 8 (compare with figure 4). It is482

clear that the upper tropospheric winds are much weaker in this example whereas the lower483
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tropospheric winds are much stronger, reaching amplitudes of 20 m/s. This is also evident484

in figure 9 where the maximum mean winds of 10 m/s are achieved at the height of 10 km.485

Figure 10 shows the longitude-time plot of the meridional mean winds at the top of486

the troposphere and there is a marked difference between it and figure 5. Comparing the487

structure of the contours between 5 and 16 days a second, slower wave traveling at 25 m/s is488

evident in this figure. In figure 5, the eastward and westward wave collide at X = 0 at 8 days.489

In this lower tropospheric heating example, there is a wave collision at 8 days, but it is broad490

in time, extending beyond 15 days. One notes the spreading of the contours from 5 days at the491

antipode of convection until 16 days; such spreading was not evident in figure 5. This slower492

wave is the signature of the stronger second baroclinic zonal velocity mode which is generated493

by the imposed second baroclinic heating in this congestus example. The non-monotonicity494

of the zonal velocity as a function of height in figure 9 is also a result of the second baroclinic495

heating. The second baroclinic mode is very clearly evident in the temperature profile in496

figure 11 where there is a cold (warm) perturbation in the upper troposphere above the497

warm (cold) perturbation in the lower troposphere. Most importantly for the purposes of498

convective coupling, the temperature perturbation in this example is double that of the mid-499

tropospheric heating example, 10 K in this case. Furthermore, the temperature maximum500

is located at heights of 3 km, compared to 4 km in the mid-troposphere heating example.501

Note that congestus heating carries low level easterlies with cooler temperature in the lower502

troposphere to the west of the convection just as in the example from figure 5. Such strong,503

lower troposphere temperature perturbations would have a significant effect on convectively504

coupled waves.505
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4. Discussion506

a. The gravity wave explained as a forced linear wave507

We can see the effect of the gravity wave if we consider a first baroclinic model508

〈u〉 = ũ cos(z), W = −ũX sin(z),

Θ = Θ̃ sin(z), Π = −Θ̃ cos(z)

(26)

where we have used the hydrostatic and incompressibility constraints in equations (24) to509

write the pressure and vertical velocity in terms of the temperature and zonal velocity.510

Outside of the convective region v̄ = w̄ = 0, so the gravity wave equations become511

ũt − Θ̃X = 0

Θ̃t − ũX = 0

(27)

which are simply the wave equation written as a system of first order equations. To solve512

these equations, initial data must be prescribed; initial zonal velocity, ũ0(X), and tempera-513

ture, Θ̃0(X), however, for the problem we are considering, the initial data is all zero.514

Imagine a region of convection at X = 0 in the limit that its zonal extent becomes thin515

while its amplitude becomes large, so that the integrated heating remains constant (a Dirac516

delta function). We can think of X = 0 as an internal boundary where convective heating517

drives a meridional circulation which, in turn, drives a Coriolis acceleration, 〈yv̄〉. Note that518

〈yv̄〉 < 0 for a meridional flow that converges at the equator - which the Hadley cell does at519

the bottom of the troposphere. Therefore, the convection indirectly acts as source of zonal520
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momentum driving lower troposphere easterlies and upper troposphere westerlies at X = 0.521

Let us choose a simple zonal velocity profile at X = 0 to illustrate522

ũ(0, t) =


− tanh

(
t
τ

)
, t ≥ 0

0, t < 0.

(28)

The solution of the wave equation for the zonal velocity, for all time, is523

u(X, t) = − tanh

(
t− |X|
τ

)
cos(z), t ≥ |X| (29)

and is zero for t ≤ |X|; this describes an expanding front. Using the zonal/vertical incom-524

pressibility constraint, the vertical velocity is525

W (X, t) = −1

τ
σ(X) sech2

(
t− |X|
τ

)
sin(z), t ≥ |X|, (30)

it is zero for t ≤ |X|; σ(X) is the sign of X. Therefore there is a downward pulse propagating526

to the east of the convection and an upward pulse to the west. The temperature is attained527

by integrating the first equation in (27)528

Θ(X, t) = σ(X) tanh

(
t− |X|
τ

)
sin(z), t ≥ |X| (31)

and is zero for t ≤ |X|. Therefore there is a positive temperature front to the east of the529

convection and a negative temperature front to the west of the convection. In this simple530

setting, there is a temperature discontinuity at X = 0, but in the examples, this is smoothed531
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out by the zonal extent of the convective region near the origin.532

A schematic illustration of the wave is shown in figure 12. The gravity bore sends533

lower tropospheric easterlies and upper tropospheric westerlies both east and west of the534

convection. By the incompressibility constraint in the zonal/vertical plane, on the front535

that propagates eastward, the upper tropospheric westerly zonal wind must be connected536

to the lower tropospheric easterly wind by a downward velocity perturbation. Conversely,537

on the front that propagates westward, incompressibility implies that the lower tropospheric538

easterlies must be connected to the upper tropospheric westerlies by an upward velocity539

perturbation. This whole feature looks like a long thin roll in the (X, z)-plane (see figure 12).540

As is shown in equation (31), the eastward front carries positive temperature anomalies (since541

the background potential temperature is higher in the upper troposphere) and the westward542

front carries negative temperature anomalies (since the background potential temperature is543

lower in the lower troposphere). Therefore the western front of the wave carries conditions544

favorable to exciting more convection, while the eastern front carries conditions which tend545

to suppress convection.546

We have not discussed the effect of momentum forcing, Su on the gravity wave, but547

this simplification of the wave process sheds some light on what the effect of momentum548

forcing would be. If we consider zonally localized momentum forcing in the limit of a549

small region, but with finite integral, then it can be thought of much like zonally localized550

convection - it spins up zonal velocity in this region. Momentum forcing comes in one of551

two general forms, upscale fluxes or downscale dissipation from the Reynold’s stress terms,552

F u = −
(
v′ u′

)
y
−
(
w′ u′

)
z

in equation (3). First we discuss the possible effect of these eddy553

momentum flux divergences in general. For simplicity consider the equations in (4) for the554
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mesoscale fluctuations, (u′, v′) without source terms so that w′ = 0. These equations allow555

arbitrary vertical structure with β-plane Rossby wave dispersion and can be expected to556

generate active meridional and vertical variation at large scales through momentum fluxes557

in the meridional direction, (v′u′)y.558

Next we briefly discuss the effect of these eddy fluxes on the meridional mean zonal559

velocity. On taking the meridional mean of the Reynold’s stress, and using the no meridional560

flux boundary condition we see that the only remaining forcing term is the mesoscale vertical561

transport of zonal momentum, 〈F u〉 = −
〈
w′ u′

〉
z
. This term is a crucial ingredient in the562

IPESD multiscale models of the Madden-Julian oscillation (Biello and Majda 2005, 2006).563

It was noted there that if convection has a westward tilt with height, then the flux 〈F u〉564

drives westerlies in the lower troposphere and easterlies in the upper troposphere. In the565

context of the M-ITCZ theory, such an upward/westward tilt would drive easterlies at the566

top of the troposphere and westerlies at the bottom, which is exactly the opposite effect of567

the Coriolis acceleration due to heating, 〈yv̄〉. Therefore, in this example, a gravity bore568

would propagate away from the forcing region and tend to excite convection to the east569

of the forcing and suppress convection to the west. Though it is pure speculation at this570

point, this fact may have importance for the eastward propagation of the MJO, or simply571

for convectively coupled Kelvin waves.572

b. Comparison of the M-ITCZ and Matsuno-Gill prescribed heating models573

It is interesting to compare and contrast the M-ITCZ models in (1), (3) and summarized574

in (24) with the traditional Matsuno-Gill models with prescribed heating. A systematic575
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multi-scale derivation of the regime of validity of the Matsuno-Gill model has been given576

by Biello and Majda (2005, 2006, 2010). Let x, y, t be measured in units of the equatorial577

synoptic scale, LE ≈ 1500 km and let SMG denote the heat source for the Matsuno-Gill578

model while Sθ from equation (1) denotes the non-dimensional heat source in the M-ITCZ579

model. For SMG Biello and Majda (2005, 2006, 2010) show that580

SMG(x, y, z, t) ∼ 10 K/day (32)

in order for the Matsuno-Gill model to be valid. This means that the Matsuno-Gill model581

is able to describe synoptic scale dynamics with diabatic heat sources having strengths of582

10 K/day when resolved on the synoptic scales. MK and Biello and Majda (2010) show583

that linear Matsuno theory does not apply on zonal planetary scales for dynamics on longer584

timescales than the equatorial time of 8 hours. For such large scale/longer time phenomena585

(such as the MJO), the dynamics are forced by upscale fluxes of momentum and advection586

by the Hadley circulation and the trade winds.587

In contrast, the M-ITCZ heating model in equation (1) allows a mesoscale heating588

Sθ(ε
− 1

2x, ε−
1
2y, z, ε

1
2 t). ∼ 33 K/day (33)

We have shown that, if the mesoscale means, S̄θ are of the same strength as the fluctuations589

(or if there are mesoscale means of the Reynolds stresses) a large scale gravity bore is590

generated in M-ITCZ. Thus the allowed heating in the M-ITCZ model is much stronger,591

yet more meridionally confined than the weaker and larger scale heating in the Matsuno-592
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Gill model. The M-ITCZ also induces a stronger vertical circulation of 5 cm/s compared593

with allowed Matsuno-Gill vertical velocities of 1.7 cm/s (Biello and Majda 2005). This has594

profound impact for the dynamics of the ITCZ model: first the β-plane effect of rotation595

is present, but much weaker in the M-ITCZ theory since in (24) the meridional velocity596

is determined by the heating and provides only a source term through the β-effect for the597

dynamically evolving zonal momentum. Since the effect of rotation is indirect and passive, a598

zonal pressure gradient drives meridionally averaged large scale zonal gravity waves which can599

propagate both east and west. In the same manner as the large scale linear Matsuno waves600

are advected by the mean circulation (Biello and Majda 2010), so too will the manifestation601

of this gravity wave outside of the tropics be affected by the large scale circulation there.602

In particular, we expect that the mean zonal winds, which are larger than 5 m/s away from603

the ITCZ will have an important effect on the structure and excitation of the ITCZ gravity604

waves.605

In contrast, the weaker large scale heating in the Matsuno-Gill model, varying merid-606

ionally on the equatorial synoptic scale, creates dynamics where the equatorial β-effect is607

inherently coupled; the result is non-dispersive equatorial Kelvin waves which can only prop-608

agate eastward having a very specific meridional structure (Matsuno 1966; Majda 2003).609

Superficially, both the M-ITCZ model and the Matsuno-Gill model have eastward propagat-610

ing gravity waves with a similar allowed zonal structure, however the amplitude, meridional611

scale and meridional structure are completely different; for these same reasons, M-ITCZ612

has westward propagating gravity waves which are non-dispersive with a structure which is613

completely different than the dispersive westward interio-gravity waves of the Matsuno-Gill614

theory (Majda 2003).615
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c. Summary and future work616

We have described the mesoscale equatorial weak temperature gradient theory with the617

addition of a zonally propagating gravity wave. Although MEWTG is a multiscale theory,618

there is no separation of scales between the planetary and mesoscales. However, some sim-619

plification can be attained by splitting the flows into mesoscale means and fluctuations and620

considering the fluctuations as prescribed or parametrized.621

On neglecting all upscale fluxes, we studied the effect of tropical diabatic heating (due to622

convection) on the zonal winds and the gravity wave that is generated. The most important623

effect of the gravity wave is to equalize the meridional mean of the vertical shear of zonal624

wind at all longitudes in the deep tropics. The carrier of this information is the gravity wave,625

which propagates cold temperature and upward velocity perturbations west of the convective626

signal, and the opposite to the east. In a model coupled to an active diabatic heat source,627

such a wave would tend to favor convection to the west of the original source. The height628

of convection would modify the structure of the gravity wave, changing the height of the629

maximum temperature perturbation and the speed with which it travels. For example, the630

stratiform signal of convection (2nd baroclinic mode) propagates more slowly than the deep631

signal (1st baroclinic mode) which can have important consequences for the direction and632

phasing of subsequent convective activity (Mapes 1993; Houze 1997; Stechmann and Majda633

2009).634

The M-ITCZ equations couple mesoscale, convectively generated Rossby waves with plan-635

etary scale gravity waves in the ITCZ. The existence of this westward propagating, non-636

dispersive gravity wave is generally precluded by linear equatorial wave theory. However,637
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as we show in the derivation of M-ITCZ, meridional geostrophic balance is neither valid at638

very low latitudes nor if the strength of the temperature perturbation is large enough. Inter-639

estingly, such a coupled westward propagating wave was seen in the observational analysis640

of Yang et al. (2003). A model which prescribes some moist dynamics (a closure for Sθ)641

would yield a mesoscale forced Rossby wave strongly tied to the slowed (through moisture642

coupling), westward propagating gravity wave.643

In a future paper we will describe exactly such a coupling of the wave to an active diabatic644

heat source in order to generate the convectively coupled gravity and Rossby wave. It is also645

important to have a dynamic cooling offset the heating in Sθ, this would allow the poleward646

extent of the overturning circulation to modulate with latitude. Comparisons can be made647

between a closure which emphasizes dry baroclinic instability (Korty and Schneider 2008),648

versus ones which emphasize radiative cooling (Held and Hou 1980) or moisture transports649

(Pauluis et al. 2008).650

A numerical routine to integrate the mesoscale dynamics has been developed by B.651

Khouider (U. Victoria). This will provide a direct numerical simulation to understand the652

effects of the large scale flows, u, v, w,Θ on the upscale fluxes. In particular, the modulation653

of the zonal velocity and temperature perturbation can excite convective instability (through654

uplift and cooling) or suppress convection (through vertical wind shear).655

A potential future application involves a convectively coupled version of the M-ITCZ656

theory, which would couple the westward traveling planetary scale gravity wave with embed-657

ded mesoscale barotropic Rossby waves. The resulting wave is a candidate for the easterly658

waves observed in the Eastern Pacific ITCZ (Yang et al. 2003; Serra et al. 2008). In fact,659

Yang et al. (2003) noted that the meridional structure (of velocity and geopotential height)660
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of the westward propagating waves over the Eastern pacific had a profile consistent with a661

nondispersive eastward propagating Kelvin wave; yet such waves are precluded by merid-662

ional geostrophic balance in the linear theory of equatorial waves (see, for example Biello and663

Majda (2006)). The derivation of the M-ITCZ theory explains that such a non-dispersive,664

westward propagating gravity wave arises because meridional geostrophic balance does not665

play a role on these scales.666

Finally, in the derivation of the M-ITCZ theory, we found that it is valid up to distances667

L∗ ∼ O(1) and we used L∗ = 6 (which corresponds to 3000 km poleward) in our simulations.668

In the actual atmosphere the tropical dynamics must be coupled to midlatitudes and this669

poses a subtle issue, should L∗ depend on X? What midlatitude scales are appropriate? Can670

the MEWTG gravity wave couple to midlatitude Rossby waves through their interaction in671

the subtropical jet? The resolution of these questions will also be discussed in a future paper.672
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5. Figures and tables673

a. Figures674
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List of Figures766

1 A schematic depiction of the multiscale domain. The variables (x, y) measure767

zonal and meridional displacements within a mesoscale box. The variable X768

measures the planetary scale over which the behavior of each of the individual769

mesoscale boxes can be modulated, X = 1 corresponds to 5000 km in the zonal770

direction. This modulation is caused by, both, the variation of the heating771

rate on the planetary scale, and the gravity wave generated by the onset of772

convection in one mesoscale box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48773

2 The bottom panel shows meridional structure of the heating, Sθ (the ampli-774

tude is arbitrary) for the cases of equinox heating with symmetic (solid curve775

with peak at y = 0) and antisymmetric (dashed curve with peak at y = 0)776

cooling and boreal winter heating (sol curve with peak at y = −1000 km ).777

The top three panels contour the stream function versus height and merid-778

ional distance from the equator for the three cases, respectively. Note, in all779

three cases, the heating occupies a width of 1000 km about the equator. . . 49780
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3 Zonal winds as a function of longitude and height for (a) the zonally symmet-781

ric, equinox heating example (b) the equinox heating, but asymmetric cooling782

example and (c) the boreal winter example ; the meridional overturning circu-783

lation corresponds to the first three frames in figure 2, respectively. In (a) are784

seen the sharp meridional gradient of the westerly zonal jets in the subtropics785

and the easterlies at the bottom of the troposphere. In (b) the zonal winds786

are weaker in the southern hemisphere, where the cooling is weaker. In (c)787

the easterlies become stronger at the ground near the equator and there is are788

weak westerlies up to the upper troposphere above the heating maximum at789

y = −1000 km. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50790

4 Contours of zonal velocity at the top, middle and bottom of the troposphere;791

note that shading scale is different in the three plots. Easterlies are evident792

in the lower troposphere near the equator, as are westerlies further poleward.793

There are strong easterlies at the top of the troposphere above the equator,794

as well as westerly zonal jets at 2000 km north/south. . . . . . . . . . . . . 51795

5 Zonal space versus time plot of the meridional mean zonal wind for the796

equinox, zonally localized heating profile. The gravity wave creates upper797

troposphere westerlies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52798

6 Meridional mean zonal velocity as a function of (x, z) at 2, 8 and 40 days799

for the equinox, zonally localized heating profile. The vertical velocity, W , is800

upward on the western front and downward on the eastern front of the wave. 53801
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7 Temperature perturbation as a function of (x, z) at 1,4 and 40 days for the802

equinox, zonally localized heating profile. The vertical velocity, W , is upward803

on the western front and downward on the eastern front of the wave. . . . . 54804

8 Contours of zonal velocity at the top, middle and bottom of the troposphere805

for the example of lower troposphere, equatorially symmetric but zonally local-806

ized heating; note that shading scale is different in the three plots. Easterlies807

are evident in the lower troposphere near the equator, as are westerlies further808

poleward. Now the strongest westerlies lie in the mid troposphere. . . . . . 55809

9 Meridional mean zonal velocity as a function of (x, z) at 2, 8 and 40 days for810

the lower troposphere heating profile. Maximum westerlies are located at 10811

km and, after 40 days, the flow has yet to achieve a steady state. . . . . . . 56812

10 Zonal space versus time plot of the meridional mean zonal wind for the lower813

troposphere, zonally localized heating profile. The lower tropospheric heating814

drives mean easterlies in the upper troposphere. Also evident is the signature815

of the second baroclinic wave, which circumnavigates the globe in 16 days.816

Compare the structure of this wave to that in figure 5; a clear second baroclinic817

signature is evident from days 5-16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57818

11 Temperature perturbation as a function of (x, z) at 1,4 and 40 days for the819

equinox, zonally localized heating profile. The maximum amplitude of the820

temperature perturbation is about 10 Kelvin, achieved at heights of 3 km.821

Compare with figure 7 where the maximum ampltiude is 5 Kelvin, achieved822

at heights of 4 km. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58823
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12 A schematic depiction of the wave of the M-ITCZ theory. Convection excites824

upper tropospheric mean westerlies and lower tropospheric mean easterlies.825

This drives a gravity bore eastward and westward. The wave to the east826

carries downward velocity and warm temperature perturbations. The wave to827

the west carries upward velocity and cold temperature perturbations, making828

it favorable to excite convection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59829
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Fig. 1. A schematic depiction of the multiscale domain. The variables (x, y) measure
zonal and meridional displacements within a mesoscale box. The variable X measures the
planetary scale over which the behavior of each of the individual mesoscale boxes can be
modulated, X = 1 corresponds to 5000 km in the zonal direction. This modulation is caused
by, both, the variation of the heating rate on the planetary scale, and the gravity wave
generated by the onset of convection in one mesoscale box.
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Fig. 2. The bottom panel shows meridional structure of the heating, Sθ (the amplitude is
arbitrary) for the cases of equinox heating with symmetic (solid curve with peak at y = 0)
and antisymmetric (dashed curve with peak at y = 0) cooling and boreal winter heating (sol
curve with peak at y = −1000 km ). The top three panels contour the stream function versus
height and meridional distance from the equator for the three cases, respectively. Note, in
all three cases, the heating occupies a width of 1000 km about the equator.
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Fig. 3. Zonal winds as a function of longitude and height for (a) the zonally symmetric,
equinox heating example (b) the equinox heating, but asymmetric cooling example and (c)
the boreal winter example ; the meridional overturning circulation corresponds to the first
three frames in figure 2, respectively. In (a) are seen the sharp meridional gradient of the
westerly zonal jets in the subtropics and the easterlies at the bottom of the troposphere.
In (b) the zonal winds are weaker in the southern hemisphere, where the cooling is weaker.
In (c) the easterlies become stronger at the ground near the equator and there is are weak
westerlies up to the upper troposphere above the heating maximum at y = −1000 km.
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Fig. 4. Contours of zonal velocity at the top, middle and bottom of the troposphere;
note that shading scale is different in the three plots. Easterlies are evident in the lower
troposphere near the equator, as are westerlies further poleward. There are strong easterlies
at the top of the troposphere above the equator, as well as westerly zonal jets at 2000 km
north/south.
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Fig. 5. Zonal space versus time plot of the meridional mean zonal wind for the equinox,
zonally localized heating profile. The gravity wave creates upper troposphere westerlies.
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Fig. 6. Meridional mean zonal velocity as a function of (x, z) at 2, 8 and 40 days for the
equinox, zonally localized heating profile. The vertical velocity, W , is upward on the western
front and downward on the eastern front of the wave.
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Fig. 7. Temperature perturbation as a function of (x, z) at 1,4 and 40 days for the equinox,
zonally localized heating profile. The vertical velocity, W , is upward on the western front
and downward on the eastern front of the wave.
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Fig. 8. Contours of zonal velocity at the top, middle and bottom of the troposphere for the
example of lower troposphere, equatorially symmetric but zonally localized heating; note that
shading scale is different in the three plots. Easterlies are evident in the lower troposphere
near the equator, as are westerlies further poleward. Now the strongest westerlies lie in the
mid troposphere.
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Fig. 9. Meridional mean zonal velocity as a function of (x, z) at 2, 8 and 40 days for the
lower troposphere heating profile. Maximum westerlies are located at 10 km and, after 40
days, the flow has yet to achieve a steady state.



FIGURES 57

Fig. 10. Zonal space versus time plot of the meridional mean zonal wind for the lower
troposphere, zonally localized heating profile. The lower tropospheric heating drives mean
easterlies in the upper troposphere. Also evident is the signature of the second baroclinic
wave, which circumnavigates the globe in 16 days. Compare the structure of this wave to
that in figure 5; a clear second baroclinic signature is evident from days 5-16.
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Fig. 11. Temperature perturbation as a function of (x, z) at 1,4 and 40 days for the equinox,
zonally localized heating profile. The maximum amplitude of the temperature perturbation
is about 10 Kelvin, achieved at heights of 3 km. Compare with figure 7 where the maximum
ampltiude is 5 Kelvin, achieved at heights of 4 km.
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Fig. 12. A schematic depiction of the wave of the M-ITCZ theory. Convection excites
upper tropospheric mean westerlies and lower tropospheric mean easterlies. This drives a
gravity bore eastward and westward. The wave to the east carries downward velocity and
warm temperature perturbations. The wave to the west carries upward velocity and cold
temperature perturbations, making it favorable to excite convection.


